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In looking through historical records, The Buffalo Express 
Newspaper of April 1908 ran this photograph with a caption about Buffalo's City 
Conservatory at South Park. Pictured are two ladies dressed in some of their finest 
attire, which included two very stylish hats, looking at ferns and what appears to 

be a cycad. (Maybe it is the Prickly Cycad, the oldest in the Gardens?)  

 

If I were to take a guess at 
where in the Gardens they 

are pictured, my guess is that 
they are  enjoying the plant 
displays in Greenhouse Two. 
At that time, just a few years 

after the Gardens opened, the  

plant exhibits were located down the middle of the 
greenhouse with a path on either side of the 

plants. The floor of the greenhouse was dirt, as 
were the walking paths for visitors.  

By: Bob Snyder  

Edited: Kristy Schmitt “Spring” Into the Past : Botanical History  

Look Familiar? 

2015— Bob & Kristy 
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Plantasia 2017 

Thank you to all of our volunteers who helped make our 

Children’s Garden at Plantasia a success!  

 

Education Update 
By: Kristy Schmitt 

The new exhibit space has really created a fervor for not only general gardens 

visitors but a large upswing in scheduled group visits through the Education 

Department. We’ve recently begun to ask clients how they foundout about 

us. Mostly, they are happy returning visitors who have participated in 

programs at the Gardens for years. However, the new answers I’ve received 

included learning about us at Lumagination or seeing the press from the new 

exhibits and  then checking out all we have to offer online or in the Under the 

Dome. This is very exciting, and it allows us to grow in so many ways! We 

wouldn't be able to handle this volume and level of interest in our programs if 

it weren’t for our volunteers. After calculating February’s education numbers, 

we are at an over 100% increase in program participants from last year! For 

April, there are over 1200 participants on the docent schedule alone. This 

does not account for numbers from our other programs, such as art classes, 

make-it take-its and horticulture classes. How AMAZING is that?!  
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Education Volunteer Meetings 2017 

As we are in our busiest time of year, you’ll notice the remaining meetings for the 2016-

2017 academic year are afternoon potluck meetings to accommodate for most scheduled 

groups. Morning meetings will resume in Fall with the ushering in of the new academic 

year. 

Spring dates: 

April 19– Math in the Garden– 12 pm 

Bring a dish to pass for this potluck afternoon meeting. Jolene, Education Coordinator will 

be presenting one of our newer Offsite Lecture Topics, “Math in Nature and Gardens”. It 

should be very interesting and you may learn some new things for your tours! Please join us. 

June 14– End of the Academic Year Celebration Potluck– 12pm 

Save the dates: 

October 18– 10am 

December 6– 10am 

Wegmans Family Days 
All of our programs have been planned for Wegmans Family Days for 2017 and we are excited 

to share the activities with our guests! We wanted to gratefully acknowledge Wegmans, who 

once again has generously granted $10,000 to support our education programs. Also, thank 

you so much for volunteering and helping to make these programs so successful! 

 

April 22– Welcome Spring 

May 20- Extraordinary Pollinators  

June 17– Desert Adventures  

October 21– Boo-tanical Celebration 

November 18– Healthy Harvest 

December 9– Santa’s Workshop 

 

Look for signups from Karen closer to    

the dates to help lead an activity.     

If you have questions about the 

programs, please talk with Amanda! (aoldham@buffalogardens.com) 
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Fairy Gardens   

By: Jolene Baj 

Fairy gardens are best made with natural materials found lying on the ground. 
Sticks, pinecones, bark and other natural items can be used to make a house, 
furnish a bed and more! 
 
The Education Department offers fairy garden building as a make-it, take-it 
workshop for kids and adults, offsite program and birthday party theme. Last 
year, we helped over 300 kids and adults make a fairy garden. That means a lot 
of trips to collect sticks, bark, pinecones and more. 
 
As spring approaches, we are asking for your help to gather materials following 
these guidelines. 

Collect from the ground, the fairies don’t like when we hurt nature 
Allow materials to air dry  
Try to separate them to make sorting and storage easier 
Make sure there are no “hitchhikers” 
Nothing covered in mud 

Pinecones: some of our fairy  
gardens are small, so small   
pinecones work well, but we 
need all shapes and sizes  

 
Sticks: skinny twigs to around 1.5 

inches in diameter, straight 

White Pine Needles: Long 

needles, preferably still attached 

to a branch 
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Various Tree Seeds: including but not limited to… 

Sweet Gum 
Oaks: Acorns and Acorn Caps 

Maple  Beech 

Ash 

Locust 

Milkweed Pods  Bark  

We also accept gravel, colorful gems, stones, and shells for decoration!  
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From the Kitchen of  

Shirlein Schwartzott 

From the Kitchen of  

Sharon Reader 
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Bacon Flavored Seaweed ? 

By Karen Hammer 

NEWPORT, Ore. – Oregon State University researchers have 

patented a new strain of a succulent red marine algae called dulse 

that grows extraordinarily quickly, is packed full of protein and 

has an unusual trait when it is cooked. 

This seaweed tastes like bacon. 

Dulse (Palmaria sp.) grows in the wild along the Pacific and 

Atlantic coastlines. It is harvested and usually sold for up to $90 a 

pound in dried form as a cooking ingredient or nutritional 

supplement. It has 2x the nutrients as kale. But researcher Chris 

Langdon, and colleagues at OSU’s Hatfield Marine Science 

Center have created and patented a new strain of dulse – one he 

has been growing for the past 15 years. 

This strain, which looks like translucent red lettuce, is an excellent 

source of minerals, vitamins and antioxidants – and it contains up 

to 16 percent protein in dry weight. Would you try it? 

When Ann Crance first visited the 

Botanical Gardens six years ago with her 

future husband, she said “I’m going to 

work here someday.”   Not only did they have their wedding and 

reception at the gardens, Ann stayed true to her word. She retired from 

teaching two years ago, moved to Western New York in June and began in the Docent Class 

in September2015. Today, she is an active docent with the Education program, providing 

tours to all age groups and teaching the Flower Parts and Vegetable modules to school 

groups.  Tours are one of her favorite tasks. She enjoys meeting people, especially tourists and 

other docents and being able to introduce them to the gardens.  Every time Ann gives a tour, 

she challenges herself to learn about one or two new specimens.  The Palm Dome is a 

favorite, but she also enjoys the Panama Room as it brings back wonderful memories of the years she spent teaching 

about Rainforests as a 5th grade and Middle School science teacher in Hannibal, NY.    

Ann says she is “loving retirement!”  Describing herself as an ‘outdoor girl’, she enjoys camping, kayaking, gardening and 

hiking.   Walks in the woods remind her of her growing up years collecting pinecones and enjoying the wonderful scent 

of pine forests.  Her indoor enjoyments include yoga and book club.  Although she is still getting acquainted with WNY, 

she looks forward to future volunteer activities perhaps at a Pediatric unit, the Roycroft, Reinstein Woods or the Red 

Cross.  How fortunate we are that she began her volunteer work at the Botanical Gardens! 

Life is keeping Ann busy with her ‘wonderful loving’ husband, children and step-children.  At the time of our interview, 

she was preparing for a long week-end which included traveling to NYC for her daughter’s graduation from Nursing 

school and then on to Florida to celebrate her mother’s 85th birthday!  The same energy level is reflected in the tours 

she provides to our visitors.  If you see her with a tour group, tag along and see what you will learn.  

Volunteer spotlight  

By Corrine Arcangel 
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“What am I?” is a  “Volunteer Under the Dome” series aimed at challenging our knowledge 

and love of plants at the Buffalo and Erie County Botanical Gardens. Each release of this 
series will feature information on a plant in our conservatory with clues such as the growing 

origin, foliage or fruiting description, and unique characteristics. The challenge is for you, the 
reader, to determine what this plant may be. Answers to each challenge will be  included in 

the following “Volunteer Under the Dome” release.  Comments and suggestions for 
improvements are always welcomed.  So let’s get started with the current challenge! 

What  

am i? 

By : Susan Maas 

    What am I? Challenge 8 
Although I am still small at the Gardens, I can grow to be an amazingly 

large tree.  My ancestors are long lived and have been around for 

thousands of years.  Different species of my tree are found in drier 

parts of Madagascar, Africa and Australia.  I am a Pachycaul, or a tree 

with a disproportionately thick trunk for my height.   I can grow to be 

18 to 100 feet tall, with a trunk often as large as 25-35 feet in diameter.  

My limbs are often leafless, but my fruit is harvested for export.   My 

flower blooms at night, have an offensive smell but attracts bats who 

pollinate my flowers.   My fruit is fuzzy, and hangs down like a rat tail.  

When my fruit matures, it looks like a small gourd or coconut and has 

a hard outer shell that is difficult to open.  My fruit is high in many 

vitamins making it one of the most nutrient rich fruits on earth!  The 

fruit has a tart, tangy taste and is used in drinks throughout Africa. 

Answer in the next issue. 

What am I?  

Answer 7 Jan/Feb 

I am a Pitch Apple Tree!  My common name in indicative of the black, resinous 

material surrounding the seeds which was once used to caulk the seams of 

boats.   My genus is Clusia Rosea of the Clusiaceae flowering plant family.  I am 

also known as the Autograph plant, as my leaves can be marked by scratching 

the long-lasting leaves.  These plants often start as epiphytes, send out aerial 

roots to the ground and strangle the host plant, similar to Strangler Figs.   I am 

currently located in the Panama Cloud house.  Please come visit! 

The Worth of a Tree 
By Donna Ludwig 

 

A tree is worth $193,250 according to Professor T.M. Das of the University of 

Calcutta.  A tree living for 50 years will generate $31,250 worth of Oxygen, provide 

$62,000 

Worth of pollution control, control soil erosion and increase soil fertility to 

The tune of $31,250.  This figure does not include the value of fruits, lumber or 

beauty derived from trees.  Just another sensible reason to take care of our forests.” 
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Camellias in the Gardens 
By Donna Ludwig  

The plant collection has included 

ornamental camellia  for years.  With the 

renovation of houses 2 and 3, the sinensis 

variety has been included.   

Camellia sinensis is the actual plant that tea 

is produced from.  Next to the tea house in a 

tall green pot is the tea plant.  The same 

plant used to produce black tea, white tea, 

oolong, and Pu-erh. The difference between 

the different types of tea is in their 

production method..   

  White tea is a delicious type of  tea, which has been lightly fermented.  Another name is 

White Peony Tea, because the green leaves on the tea tree are just budding, like the leaves 

unfurling when they are brewed. 

The appearance of White Peony is broad, stretched leaves with a 

celadon color and a silvery tip.  When brewed, the leaves of the 

Bai Mu Dan brew up a clear bright apricot colored liquor that has 

a fresh, mellow and sweet flavor that has no sharpness or 

astringency. 

Green tea is a type of tea that is made from Camellia sinensis 

leaves that have not undergone the same withering and oxidation 

process used to make oolong and black tea. Green tea originated 

in China, but its production has spread to many countries in Asia. 

Black tea is a type of tea that is more oxidized than oolong, green and white teas. This tea is 

generally stronger in flavor than the less oxidized teas.  

Many teas are flavoring and scented to give enhanced flavor. 

Garden Language 

Hemiparasitic: A plant that acquires some of its 
nutrients from other plants but also creates its own 
nutrients via photosynthesis is known as 
hemiparasitic. Eastern mistletoe (Phoradendron 
leucarpum) is an example of a hemiparasite. 

 

And the day came when the risk to 
remain tight in a bud was greater 
than the risk it took to blossom. 

-Anais Nin 
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Lenten Rose … a  perennial with  

a past… but a lovely future in your 

garden.  

Although the flowers of The Christmas Rose (Helleborus 
niger) and Lenten Rose (Helleborus orientalis) resemble a 

small, single rose, they are not roses. In classification they 

belong to the family Ranunculadae and are often referenced 

as a Hellebore.   

These hellebores are  named for the seasons in which they 

bloom: the Lenten Rose near Lent and the Christmas Rose at 

Christmas. The names of these hellebores seem an odd choice 

because  this species and other members are highly toxic. In 

fact they are listed among the four classic poisons, together 

with nightshade, hemlock, and aconite.  

 The name hellebore comes from the Greek “elein” meaning 

to injure, and “bora” meaning food.  In folklore they’ve been 

associated with witchcraft. Hellebores' purgative quality made 

the city of Kirrha unable to defend itself against the Greeks, 

who had polluted its water.  

Well so much for things lurid.   

 

…  hmm... maybe one story on this topic…  

According  to Greek mythology… Melampus of Pylos used hellebore to purge the daughters of the King of Argos 

from a “madness”, caused  by that rascally, wine-loving god, Dionysus, who had caused the girlies to run naked 

through the city, weeping, and screaming. Good grief.  

[Oh dear… mother nature is breaking in “with all her matter-of-fact” to say:  It is probably a good idea to wear 

gloves when planting and separating hellebores as they can cause dermatitis.] 

Please don’t let this gee whiz information give you pause for incorporating these early blooming perennials into 

your garden.  They are symbolic of a wondrous birth and Spring’s renewal. With that in mind… think  of  the 

beautiful addition Pink Frost Lenten Rose, shown above, will make in your garden.  (Monrovia from its copyrighted 

Gold Collection). Hellebores run the gamut of colors from near black,  brilliant reds, blushing pinks, yellows, white 

and yes, gray. They are deer resistant! After a grey winter.. the habit of blooming during the Lenten season made 

them a favorite in Victorian gardens and perhaps in yours as well.  

The Lenten Rose is a hardy perennial with long lasting blooms. In zones 3-5 (WNY is zone 5), blooms start in 

March continuing for a few months! This lengthy bloom period is the real benefit of these perennials. All 

hellebores love shady places and prefer to bloom under deciduous shrubs and trees on the east side of your home 

to protect  them from the hot afternoon sun.  

And now you’re asking the inevitable question: How can I appreciate my Lenten Roses if they are hidden under a 

late snowfall? They will be peeking out. Gently brush aside the snow and enjoy the wonderful Ah Ha moment 

associated with the promise of spring.  These are very hardy perennials. Remember your Lenten Rose s will bloom 

for several months. Imagine having fresh blooms from your garden when there might be a layer of snow 

outdoors.  You’ll have blossoms long before other perennials bloom. 

To display: Consider  floating some of the blooms  in a dish of water indoors or later outdoors in the birdbath. 

Select  blooms that have been open a while and feel leathery for the longest lasting display.  They are pretty 

amazing.  

 

Happy Easter. Happy Spring.  

* from Birches by Robert Frost.  

………………………………………………………….. 

By Carol-Jo Pope 
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Volunteer Sign-Up Break Down 
Remember you have to sign up & receive confirmation before 

coming in to help! If you can help contact: 
Karen Hammer—Program & Volunteer Coordinator 

 
Spring Exhibit Volunteers!!! 

4-H Farm Animal Helper  

Check in with Gift Shop then head to the old garage to sign in and grab a 
name tag. Keep an eye on the 4-H Farm making sure no one is harassing the 

animals. Make sure visitors are kind to everyone and everything. 

April 3-21 (dates vary) 11AM - 3PM SHIFT 

Hort Help Needed!!! 
Spring bulbs and other plantings!  

If you are interested, 
please email the 

Volunteer Coordinator  
 

OFFICE  CHANGE UPDATE!! 
EDU STAFF—Amanda Oldham—office 101 
VOL STAFF—Karen Hammer—office 110 

HORT STAFF—Dylan S., John S., Darla—Old Garage 

Backdoor and Bonsai 
Event HELP Needed 

If you are interested 

please email the 

Volunteer Coordinator  



Gardens Volunteers contribute their exceptional abilities and 

expertise to benefit our ever-growing community and 

recognize and share our mission of advancing appreciation for 

and knowledge of plant life and its connection to people and 

cultures through its documented living plant collection, 

historic conservatory, education, research and exhibits.  

Staff directory 
 

Call  7 16 . 827 . 1 584  i f  you have  quest ions  

2655 South Park Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14218 

Check us out on the 

web!

www.buffa
logardens

.com 
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Brittany Finnegan-Zandi 
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Kristy Schmitt 
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